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Abstract 

For the electron storage ring DELTA’ (Dortmund ELec- 
tron Test Accelerator) a beam-position-monitor system 
based on button pickups has been designed. Two different 
concepts for the monitor electronics have been developed 
obtaining a long-term stability better than +/- 150 pm 
and a short-term resolution below +/- 10 pm. There are 
no hybrids integrated in the electronic circuits as all four 
button signals should be amplified and digitized to pro- 
vide redundancy. First, a concept using four separated 
electronic branches, one for each button, was tested. Then 
a concept with a multiplexer in front followed by only one 
amplifier was designed.This concept, the electronic circuits 
and the measurements will be presented. 

1 General elements of the BPM 

The beam-position-monitor system of the DELTA syn- 
chrotron and storage ring is based on pickup monitors with 
four pickups2 (fig 1.). Th e required short time resolution 
is about +/- 10 pm. The absolute accuracy has to be less 
than +/- 150 brn during some weeks [21[5]. 

Figure 1: Cross se&ion of the DELTA beam position mon- 
itor. 

The dependence of the pickup signals on the beam po- 
sition will be subject to further investigations, but in the 
central region of the monitor a linear approximation will 

1 Other contributions of DELTA to this conference 
2The pickups were developed by the ESRF. 
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be sufficient. In the vicinity of the orbit, the linear aprox- 
imation holds [l] 

AZ = cY* 
sl+s2-s3-s4 

sl + s2 + s3 + s4 
(1) 

Az = (Y* 
s2+s3-sl-s4 

sl + s2 + s3 + s4 (2) 

where (Y is the so called ‘monitor constant’ and sl...s4 are 
the signals received from the four pickups. cy depends on 
the geometry of the monitor and is estimated to be less 
then 20 mm for the DELTA monitor. The following inves- 
tigations refer to this value of cy. 

The monitor frequency is choosen to be 500MHz because 
it is the lowest frequency component in any mode of oper- 
ation with different numbers of bunches [5]. 

The pickup signal is estimated to be [3] 

UPiekup[mV] = 0.5 * -Ibean [mA] 

with centered beam. 

(3) 

2 The BPM concept 

It was decided to amplify each pickup signal separately as 
it is possible to calculate the beam position from only three 
of the four signals. The advantage is redundancy. 
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Figure 2: Scheme of the BPM electronics 

A concept was developed with only one intermediate fre- 
quency (IF) amplifier and a four-to-one PIN switch multi- 
plexer in front, which is subject to the following account. 

(fig. 2) 
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3 The mixer circuit board 

The pickups are connected to the filter/mixer unit by semi- 
rigide cables with SMA connectors. The filters are of the 
low-pass type of 5th order for protecting the following PIN 
switch from high frequency components of the pickup sig- 
nal. The low passes are made in hybrid technique, combin- 
ing printed inductivities and discrete chip capacitors (fig 
3). Using discrete capacitors is necessary since the dimen- 
sions of printed capacitors are too large for mounting all 
four filters on one side of a standard circuit board, with 
sufficient distance. The subsequent multiplexing is per- 
formed by a PIN switch using a 1OOHz clock signal. The 
output signal is mixed down to the intermediate frequency 
of 10.7MHz and then sent to the coaxial output channel. 

LOW pass in hybride technique 
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Figure 3: Low-pass filter with chip capacitors and printed 
inductivities. 
a) Cross section of the circuzt board 
b) top viex of the circuit board. 

4 The IF amplifier board 

The IF amplifier consists of two gain-controlled integrated 
circuit amplifiers followed by a fixed-gain amplifier and a 
fast rect,ifier (demodulator). The demodulated signal is 
distributed to two circuits: 1) One part of the signal is 
averaged over a long time and used for the gain control of 
the two leading amplifiers. Therefore, t,he output signal 
is independend of the beam current resp. the average of 
the four pickup signals. 2) The other part of the signal is 
demultiplexed to the four output channels, each averaged 
by a long-time-const,ant RC filter. This four ‘DC’ signals 
are sent to the output of the board. 

5 The local oscillator board 

The local oscillator is of the phase-locked-loop type, cot]- 
sist,ing of a crystal reference oscillat80r, a voltage controlled 
oscillator (VCO) of about 5OOMHz, a 1:256 divider and a 
phase comparator. The resonance frequency of the VCO is 

determined by a stripline resonator tuned with a voltage- 
variable capacitor, known as “varactor”. The 5OOMHz sig- 
nal is amplified by a Monolythic Microwave Integrated Cir- 
cuit and distributed to four coaxial outputs by a power 
divider. One local oscillator provides four mixer boards 
because there will be four BPM electronics in one rack. 

6 Measurements 

The long-time frequency drift of the local oscillator is less 
then 10V6, respectively 500Hz. Therefore there will be no 
problem with the narrowband crystal filt#er (7kHz band- 
width) in the IF amplifier. 

Fig. 4 shows the arrangement for testing the BPM elec- 
tronics. The input signals are provided by a signal gener- 
ator, a power divider and, if necessary, some attenuators. 
The analysis is done by a multi-channel millivolt meter 
conected to a personal computer. 
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Figure 4: Test arran.gement for the BPM electronic. 

Fig. 5 exhibits the relative drift in /Irn during four days. 
The drift, was less then +/- 15/im. 
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Figure 5: Drift of the BPM electronics during four days. 

Fig. 6 shows the dynamic range of tl1e BPM electronics. 
Figured is t,l1e evaluat#ed positZion of the simulated beam 
versus the average pickup voltage. One can see that the 
linear range runs from 0.66mV t,o 11PmV. This represents 
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a beam current varying from about 1.3mA to 240mA (see 
eq. 3) with an error of less than +/- 25pm. 

Since the sensitivity of the IF amplifier can be choosen 
in a wide range, it is possible to shift the lineare range 
to higher beam currents, for example 500 mA. If neces- 
sary, this can be done after measuring the prototype of 
the DELTA monit,or. 
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Figure 6: Lznearify of the BPM electronics in fhe range of 
beam currents from 1.3 mA to 240 mA. 

Fig. 7 is a plot of the distribution of 1000 measured 
values with constant signal input. It is a measure of the 
electronic noise. The standard deviation is less then 5pm. 
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Figure 7: Resolution of the BPM due to electronic noise. 

7 Conclusion 

A prototype version of the BPM electronics was tested. 
For a fixed monitor constant cy of 20 mm, a resolution 
of less then +/- 5pm is achived. Both, the deviation from 
linearity and the drift are less then +/- 25 pm. The overall 
deviation is less then +/- 50pm. Therefore the electronics 
fulfils the required demands. 
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